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Grade PK

E

F

September
20a Counts
20b Quantifies (embedded as you teach center

G

H

October

November

21b Understands Shapes (focus on 2D shapes) 23 Demonstrates knowledge of patterns

I

November

K

February

L

March

M

April

3

Literacy

4

Language

5

Physical

6

Cognitive

7

Science,
Social Studies

Visual Arts,
Music &
Drama

Social
Emotional

N

May

22a. Measures objects
22b. Measures Time (as you revisit routines
and teach winter clothing schedules)

22c Represents and analyzes data
20c Connects numerals with their quantities

21b Understands Shapes (focus
on 3D shapes)

21a. Explores spatial relationships
23. Demonstrates knowledge of patterns

20a Counts
20b Quantifies
20c Connects numerals with their
quantities

10b. Uses social rules of language

22b. Measures Time (embedded in teaching
schedule/rourines)

2

8

J

January

23 Demonstrates knowledge of
patterns

Mathematics numbers)

O

P

June

July (Summer Learning)

Revisit objectives depending
on student/class needs

17a. Uses and appreciates books

17b. Uses print concepts

8a: Comprehends Language

8b. Follows Directions

9b. Speaks Clearly

9b. Speaks Clearly

10a. Engages in Conversation

9c. Uses conventional grammar

9d. Tells about another time and place

9a. Use an expanding expressive vocabulary
9d. Tells about another time or place

4. Demonstrates traveling skills

4. Demonstrates traveling skills

6. Demonstrates gross motor manipulative skills

6. Demonstrates gross motor manipulative
6. Balancing
skills skills

6. Balancing skills

7a. Uses fingers and hands

7b. Uses fingers and hands

7b. Uses writing and drawing tools

11 a. Attends and engages

14b. engages in sociodramatic

12b. Makes connections

12b. Makes connections

11d. Shows curiosity and motivations

11c. Solves problems

11b. Persist 13. Uses classification skills13. Uses classification skills

28: Uses tools and other technology to perform tasks (Sept)

27: Demonstrates knowledge of the Earth’s environment

27: Demonstrates knowledge of the Earth’s environment

27: Demonstrates knowledge of the Earth’s environment
26: Demonstrates knowledge of the principal properties of objects
26: Demonstrates
and materialsknowledge of the principal properties of objects and materials

24: Uses scientific and inquiry skills, 26.Characteristics24:
of Uses
living scientific
things. and inquiry skills

33. Explores visual arts: Uses & cares for art
materials

33. Explores different materials, tools, and
processes

33.Communicates about his/her artwork (process,
what it's made of, the idea behind it)

33.Communicates about his/her
artwork (process, what it's made
of, the idea behind it)

33. Shows appreciation for various forms of
visual art

34 Music: Expresses thoughts, feelings, and
energy through music

36. Drama: Shows that real life roles can be
enacted (dramatic play)

34. Shows appreciation/awareness of different kinds
of music

34. Shows appreciation/awareness 34. Shows increasing awareness of various
of different kinds of music
components of music: tempo, dynamics

34. Shows increasing awareness of various
components of music: melody & pitch

1a. Manages Feelings

1b. Follow limits and expectations

1c. Takes care of own needs appropriatley

1c. Takes care of own needs appropriatley
2b. responds to emotional cues

2c. interacts with peers

14a. Thinks symbolically

33. Shows increasing awareness of color, line, 33.Communicates what he/she sees and
for texture, space, and design
how it makes him feel

36.Communicates a message or
story through action & dialogue
(connects to objective 14)

Q

R

S

PreK learning is
IEP specific

7b. Uses writing and drawing tools
11e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness in thinking
24: Uses scientific and inquiry skills, 26.Characteristics of living things. 26.Characteristics of living things.

36. Represents ideas through drama
(ex. pretends to be a character)

36. Shows appreciation for the
dramatization of others

35. Demonstrates feelings & ideas 34. Shows increasing awareness of
through dance
various components of music: rhythm,
tempo (aligns with patterns)

34. Shows increasing awareness of
various components of music:
melody & pitch

35 Demonstrates effort
awareness (how the body
moves): speed (fast or slow),
force (strong or light), control
(bound or free)

3a. balances needs and rights of self3b.
and
solves
others
social probelms

3b. solves social problems

3b. solves social problems
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